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Abstract
In this paper, we view multilinear maps through the lens of “homomorphic obfuscation”. In specific,
we show how to homomorphically obfuscate the kernel-test and affine subspace-test functionalities of
high dimensional matrices. Namely, the evaluator is able to perform additions and multiplications over the
obfuscated matrices, and test subspace memberships on the resulting code. The homomorphic operations
are constrained by the prescribed data structure, e.g. a tree or a graph, where the matrices are stored.
The security properties of all the constructions are based on the hardness of Learning with errors problem
(LWE). The technical heart is to “control” the “chain reactions” over a sequence of LWE instances.
Viewing the homomorphic obfuscation scheme from a different angle, it coincides with the graphinduced multilinear maps proposed by Gentry, Gorbunov and Halevi (GGH15). Our proof technique
recognizes several “safe modes” of GGH15 that are not known before, including a simple special case: if
the graph is acyclic and the matrices are sampled independently from binary or error distributions, then
the encodings of the matrices are pseudorandom.
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1

Introduction

This paper focus on the following two cryptographic creatures: (1) Obfuscators for evasive function families;
(2) Cryptographic multilinear maps. The motivation is to construct (possibly subclasses of) them based on the
hardness of Learning with errors problem.
An obfuscator is a compiler that takes a program P , outputs an “opaque” program Obf(P ) which preserves
the functionality but is unintelligible. The strongest notion of obfuscation is called “Virtual Black-Box”,
requiring that the presence of the obfuscated code is no better than given black-box access to the functionality
[Had00, BGI+ 12]. A function family is called evasive, if for every input in the domain, all but negligibly
many functions evaluate to 0. The study of obfuscators for general evasive functions is initiated in the work
of Barak, Bitansky, Canetti, Kalai, Paneth and Sahai [BBC+ 14].
The concept of cryptographic multilinear maps is introduced by Boneh and Silverberg [BS03]. Roughly
speaking, it allows the evaluator to perform computations homomorphically over the encoded values, and
test zero identities. The minimum security requirement is to hide the plaintexts (i.e. one-wayness). And
one may hope to generalize the hard problems in the (bi)linear world to the multilinear setting, such as the
Diffie-Hellman problem. The first candidate multilinear maps was constructed by Garg, Gentry and Halevi
from ideal lattices [GGH13a] (henceforth GGH13). The realization more-or-less deviates from the “dream
version” envisaged by [BS03]; as it is also called “graded encodings”, a name that is closer to its nature.
Since the birth of GGH13, we have witnessed general-purpose obfuscators constructed from multilinear maps,
most notably a candidate indistinguishability obfuscator [GGH+ 13b] built upon GGH13. Together with the
second candidate multilinear maps proposed by Coron, Lepoint, Tibouchi [CLT13], and more candidate obfuscators [BR14, BGK+ 14, PST14, BCKP14, AGIS14, Zim15, AB15, GLSW15] based on idealized abstractions or heuristic assumptions over GGH13 or CLT13. The third candidate multilinear maps is proposed by
Gentry, Gorbunov and Halevi [GGH15], together with a candidate branching program obfuscator. Although
the three candidate multilinear maps have different interfaces, the ideas behind all of these candidate obfuscators are similar, namely to hide the program inside the encodings, let the input select the encoded puzzle
pieces, evaluate the pieces of encodings homomorphically according to certain restrictions (typically used to
prevent partial evaluation and mixed-input attacks), finally “zero-test” the encoding on the “top level” and get
the output.
However, on the security properties of the three candidate multilinear maps, no specific reductions from any
(“standard” or “non-standard”) cryptographic assumptions were given. Instead, the original papers each explained the intuitions behind the design, and gave several cryptanalyses, demonstrating the (in)effectiveness
of some attacks they had thought about. With the developing attentions on these candidates, more vulnerabilities of them are discovered. For GGH13, some weakness given encodings of zero was “confessed” in
the original paper [GGH13a]. More attacks to the applications of GGH13 were conducted by Hu and Jia
[HJ15]. An attempt of fixing GGH13 was proposed but failed [BGH+ 15]. CLT13 was conjectured to be safe
with encodings of zeros [CLT13], proved wrong by Cheon, Han, Lee, Ryu and Stehlé [CHL+ 15]; temporally
immunized [GGHZ14, BWZ14], exploited [CLT14]; further exploited [CGH+ 15]; “reobfuscated” [CLT15],
“cracked” [CFL+ 16] ...1 The implications of the attacks for the candidate obfuscators vary. Some are broken, e.g. the simple variants of [Zim15, AB15]; some don’t have candidate multilinear maps to base on, e.g.
[GLSW15]2 . The others “cannot sleep well” [Kil88, first paragraph].
1
“...” absorbs the developing stories on this topic, including the very recent announcements of cryptanalyses of GGH13 [ABD16,
CJL16, MSZ16]. See https://eprint.iacr.org for the daily updates.
2
Using the simple versions of [Zim15, AB15] over CLT13 to obfuscate certain functions such as point functions may accumulate
enough low-level encodings of zero slots. As a consequence, the attacker may be able to recover all the private parameters of CLT13
[CHL+ 15, CGH+ 15]. For [GLSW15], the “subgroup elimination” assumption is not known to be satisfied by any of the candidates.
However, it doesn’t imply that the concrete instantiation (on one of the candidate multilinear maps) is necessarily broken.
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1.1

Our contributions in a nutshell

In this work, we view multilinear maps through the lens of homomorphic obfuscations. The main results are
obtained via the following steps:
1. We start from obfuscating a special evasive function family, namely the kernel-test and affine subspacetest functionalities for matrices sampled from certain distributions (for example, uniformly random, or
binary with sufficient min-entropy in each row).
2. A step further, we show how to obfuscate matrices homomorphically, which enables the evaluator
to add and multiply the obfuscated matrices, and perform subspace-tests on the resulting code. The
homomorphic operations are constrained by some prescribed data-structures, e.g. a tree or a directed
graph, where the matrices are stored.
3. The construction of homomorphic obfuscator coincides with the graph-based multilinear maps [GGH15].
In fact, the proof technique can be used to identify the “safe modes” of GGH15. The easiest-to-state
safe mode is when the graph is acyclic and all the matrices are sampled independently from binary or
error distributions. In this case the encodings are pseudorandom.
The security of all the constructions above are based on the hardness of Learning with errors, which is known
to be as hard as several worst-case lattices problems [Reg05]. The constructions and proof techniques can be
used to homomorphically obfuscate ideals of cyclotomic rings, assuming the hardness of RingLWE [LPR13a].
The technical heart is the formalization of “controlled chain reactions” over a sequence of LWE instances.

1.2

How to obfuscate matrix predicates

We start from obfuscating a matrix, and allow the evaluator to test if an input vector lives in the (co)kernel3
or its affine subspaces. More concretely, a matrix predicate obfuscator takes a matrix M ∈ Z`×n
q , output
`
T
T
Obf(M), which allows the evaluator to test whether an input vector s ∈ Zq satisfies s M = 0 , or sT M =
vT for a vector v either chosen by the evaluator or hidden, without learning M.
Linear transformations are essential to the mathematics behind science and engineering. The applicability
of “matrices in virtual-black-boxes” is only bounded by the imagination of human beings. If Schrödinger
had such a box, then the fate of his cat (a vector in the “ket”) would be kept a secret unless being measured
(by a linear operator) in the designated way. In fact, a quantum money scheme proposed by Aaronson and
Christiano [AC12] explicitly uses VBB obfuscation for subspace membership-testing functionalities.
As another example, obfuscating the “partial decryption” functionality of somewhat homomorphic encryptions is a reasonable approach to obtain multilinear maps, and the decryption algorithms are usually close
to linear. In the lattice-based “BGN”-type homomorphic encryption scheme [GHV10], the decryption algorithm is simply performing matrix multiplications; the decryption algorithms of the leveled-homomorphic
encryption schemes, e.g. [BV11, GSW13], are computing inner-product of the secret key and the ciphertext
plus a threshold test. Similar observations were made in [GVW15] where the authors constructed predicate
encryption from inner-product functional encryption and FHE. If the obfuscators for subspace membership
predicates are constructed and are composable with the partial decryption algorithms for FHE, then we might
be able to get “function-hiding” predicate encryptions.
3

The scheme syntactically supports cokernel-test but not kernel-test due to our (fortunately or unfortunately) irreversible choice
of lattice notations, namely LWE instances with high dimensional secrets are written as MA + E. Using the transposed notation
AT M + ET (i.e. transpose A, E without changing M) immediately gives kernel-testing. In the rest of the paper we seldom specify
the “left” and “right” for the different types of ideals of non-commutative rings.
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Our construction from LWE. The starting point of our construction is the point obfuscator (more precisely,
the “vector” obfuscator) from learning with errors [GKPV10]. To obfuscate a vector s ∈ Znq , let it be the secret
of LWE instances, namely sample a random matrix A ∈ Zn×m
, a small error vector eT ∈ χm , compute
q
y = sT A + eT . Output (y, A) as the obfuscated point function Obf(Points (·)). To check if s is the correct
input, compute ksT A − yT k and output yes if the result is small.
A slight extension yields an obfuscator for matrix predicates. For a matrix M ∈ Z`×n
to be obfuscated,
q
`×m , compute A := MA + E. The obfuscated matrix
sample a random A0 ∈ Zn×m
,
error
matrix
E
←
χ
1
0
q
predicate Obf(PM (·, ·)) is composed of A1 and A0 . To test whether a vector s and a target affine subspace v
satisfies sT M = vT , compute ksT A1 − vT A0 k and output 1 if the result is small. A caveat here is that the
norm of s has to be small to guarantee correctness. In other words, the LWE-based construction only supports
subspace-test for small input vectors.
In terms of security, as long as M is sampled from a distribution where decisional LWE is hard, (A0 , MA0 +
E) is pseudorandom, i.e. the obfuscator satisfies Virtual Black-Box security. Known distributions on the secrets that are hard for LWE include the uniform distribution over Z`×n
[Reg05], error distributions [ACPS09],
q
binary distributions with sufficient min-entropy [GKPV10] in each row, and more (cf. Preliminary). In other
words, the applicability of our result is not associated with a specific distribution or form of LWE, but rather
depends on the coverage of the LWE library. So as the results to be introduced in the next few sections. We
also mention some interesting families of matrices that are not covered by our construction (cf. Remark 3.6).

1.3

Obfuscate matrices homomorphically from “cryptographic controlled chain reaction”

We further consider homomorphic obfuscations. Namely, the evaluator, given the obfuscated code Obf(f ),
is able to produce the obfuscated Obf(g ◦ f ) for g of its own choice, without “reverse engineering” Obf(f ).
Homomorphism over obfuscated functions is a concept that hasn’t been explored much before. A recent work
of Ananth, Jain and Sahai [AJS15] on “patchable obfuscation” has a flavor of what they called “semi-private
homomorphism”. Beyond the ideology of “computing on obfuscated functions rather than encrypted data”,
homomorphic obfuscators have realistic features that are not implied by the normal variants. In the context of
matrix predicate obfuscation, for example, if the evaluator is able to produce Obf(PM1 +M2 ) from Obf(PM1 )
and Obf(PM2 ), then it is able to test if a vector is the kernel of the sum without learning the kernel of either
M1 or M2 .
For the LWE-based obfuscator of matrix predicate P , the obfuscated code Obf(PM ) is composed of two parts
(A1 , A0 ), which can be thought as the “outer” and “inner” masks of the encoded matrix. Additive homomorphism can be supported if the two matrices are obfuscated with the same inner-mask A0 (homomorphic
addition is performed by adding the outer masks and preserve the inner mask). The potential of supporting
multiplicative homomorphism comes from the following observation: the outer mask A1 is pseudorandom
and can be reused as the inner mask of the next matrix. To elaborate, in order to obfuscate M1 ∈ Zq`1 ×`0 ,
M0 ∈ Zq`0 ×n and also obtain the code of M1 M0 “for free”, one samples A0 ← U (Zn×m
), error E0 ← χn×m ,
q
computes A1 := M0 A0 + E0 . Then samples error E1 ← χ`0 ×m , computes A2 := M1 A1 + E1 . To see
(A2 , A0 ) is the obfuscation of PM1 M0 , let’s write down the expression of kernel-test as an example:
sT A2 = sT M1 A1 + sT E1 = sT M1 M0 A0 + (sT M1 E0 + sT E1 )
Correctness holds as long as both s and M1 are small. This means that the scheme only supports small
left multipliers. Pseudorandomness of A1 and A2 holds if M0 and M1 are sampled independently from
LWE-hard distributions.
The template described above imposes a structure on the allowed homomorphic operation, namely homomorphic operations cannot be performed arbitrarily, but have to follow some rules defined by the structure over
3

the encoded elements. The most expressive structure that supports the template is a “tree”, with the matrices
stored on the branches of the tree. The “masks” are stored in the nodes, with inner mask in the parent node,
outer mask in the child. Addition can be performed over branches with the same parent node; multiplications
can be performed over the branches that are connected and form a longer branch.
The security of the tree-induced obfuscation scheme can be seen as relying on the quality of “chain reactions”
over LWE instances. The chain reactions are “controlled” if the prior matrix is “fully obfuscated”, thus leaving
the outer mask pseudorandom and reusable for the next level; on the other hand, if the prior matrix is sampled
from a distribution that is “learnable” with error, then the resulting outer mask is not pseudorandom, thus
crashing the “chain reactions” and make the protection void for the subsequent matrices on the subtree.
Our main result states that if the matrices are sampled independently from LWE-hard distributions, organized
according to a tree with arbitrary topology, then the construction above achieves virtual black-box security for
the matrices “hung” on the tree (cf. Theorem 4.7). When the matrices are sampled correlated, identifying the
border of “controlled” and “out-of-control” chain reactions is not easy, and many cases live in the unknown
status, according to the current coverage of “LWE library”. Instead of attempting to outline some rules that
are very limited, we choose to show various examples that are VBB obfuscated, not known to be secure or
broken, or clearly insecure if obfuscated by our scheme.

1.4

Relation to the graph-induced multilinear maps

Our tree-induced homomorphic obfuscator is spiritually close to the graph-induced multilinear maps proposed
by Gentry, Gorbunov and Halevi [GGH15], in the sense that they both impose some restrictions on the allowed
homomorphic operations, and “kernel-test” can be thought as the decomposed zero-test. It turns out that
GGH15 can be viewed as a graph-induced homomorphic obfuscation scheme. Our technique of “controlled
chain reaction” can be used to identify some “safe modes” of GGH15, for which we now elaborate.
Similar to GGH13 and CLT13 which evolve from somewhat homomorphic encryption schemes (GGH13 from
NTRU [HPS98], CLT13 from [vDGHV10]), GGH15 is originated from the homomorphic encryption scheme
proposed by Gentry, Sahai and Waters [GSW13]. Briefly recall the trace of evolution from GSW to GGH15:
aT D = µaT + eT

⇒

AD = MA + E

⇒

A1 D = Y = MA0 + E

where the first equation represents the format of GSW FHE: the ciphertext is the matrix D, the secret-key
a is the approximate eigenvector, and the plaintext µ corresponds to the approximate eigenvalue. GGH15
twists the FHE by increasing the dimension of the secret-key and plaintext. Namely the eigenvector becomes
an approximate eigenspace, and the encoded value becomes a matrix M. In addition, they use different A
matrices on the left and right hand side (denote as A1 , A0 ), sampled independently with trapdoors. To encode
M w.r.t. A1 and A0 , calculate Y = MA0 + E and use the trapdoor of A1 to sample a small matrix D s.t.
A1 D = Y. Then publish D as the “official” encoding of M.
The template above can be extended to encode a bunch of matrices and allow homomorphic computations.
Unlike in GSW FHE that every ciphertexts can add and multiply the others (as long as the noise doesn’t
overflow), here, due to the “separation” of A matrices, correctness of additions and multiplications are only
guaranteed when they are encoded according to certain topology. The structure presented by GGH15 is a
directed acyclic graph, where matrices to be encoded are stored on the paths, the A matrices are sitting in the
vertices. To some extent, readers can think of graphs as being obtained by “sticking” the leaves of the tree.
Addition can be performed for the paths with the same tail and head, multiplication is allowed when two paths
are connected and form a longer path. These operations are instantiated by simply adding and multiplying
the D matrices. Zero-test is enabled by publishing the A matrix stored on the tail of the path. The evaluator
simply calculates Y = AD and see if it is small.
4

Note that the zero-test step reduces the computation back to the tree structure, namely Y is exactly the outer
mask. By publishing all the A matrices, one can recover all the Y matrices thus performing the subspacetest functionality as was in the tree variant. One can think of the graph-induced “multilinear maps” and
“homomorphic obfuscators” as two different ways of viewing the same object.
Security. Involving the trapdoor sampling techniques makes it more complicated when arguing security,
since the resulting D matrices may leak information about trapdoors and secrets. The original paper of
[GGH15] didn’t give any claim of security, even for the one-wayness of the encodings. In fact, they gave an
explicit example that is insecure, namely the encoding of zero matrices are “weak” trapdoors.
However, it is still hopeful that for some “nice” distributions of matrices, the construction is secure. Our main
contribution to the graph-induced construction is to handle the trapdoors in the chaining technique. For some
distributions, it is possible to indistinguishably “turns off” the trapdoors along the paths in the graph. More
concretely, we sequentially applying the discrete Gaussian sampling lemma developed in the work of Gentry,
Peikert and Vaikuntanathan [GPV08], which says if the target is uniform, then discrete Gaussian sampling
can be simulated without knowing the trapdoor. The easiest-to-state safe mode is that for directed acyclic
graph with arbitrary topology, the matrices on the graph is obfuscatable if they are sampled independently
from LWE-hard distributions (cf. Theorem 5.6). We also give some examples where the matrices are sampled
correlated, covering “controllable”, “broken down”, and “unknown” cases.
A brief comparison of trees and graphs; cyclic or acyclic. We give a brief comparison of tree and graphinduced homomorphic obfuscator, in terms of their expressibility and security (note that without considering
security, graphs are strictly more expressive than trees, since a tree itself is an acyclic graph). Roughly
speaking, the advantage of graphs is that they support random branching programs with arbitrary polynomial
depth and width, where trees are very limited on the depth. On the other hand, trees support public sampling
of encodings with some utilities, but for graphs we don’t know how to publicly sample encodings safely. For
a concrete comparison see Section 5.3.
In [GGH15], the graphs are stated as acyclic. However, the construction itself supports cycles, including
self-loops. The original paper [GGH15] didn’t explain the reasons to avoid cycles. The possible reasons are4 :
(1) For security concerns, since cycles involves circularities in the trapdoor sampling. (2) For practicality,
since in the two candidate applications in [GGH15], cycles are not used. In our presentation, we allow cycles
in the syntax, though our chaining technique is not known to apply to any cycles based on the current LWE
library. The reason to keep cycles as an option is that cycles expand the expressibility of graphs, and not all
the distributions on cycles are known to be insecure. We semi-formally discuss this question in Section 6.1,
where a related lattice problem called Learning with errors with shadow is defined and studied.

1.5

Implications for the landscape of multilinear maps and obfuscations

On GGH15 and its applications. Our proof technique implies that the encoding of GGH15 is pseudorandom if the underlying distributions of matrix and the topology of the graph satisfy certain constrains. However,
it hasn’t covered the two applications mentioned in [GGH15]. For the key-exchange protocol, the encoded
elements on the chains are “irresolvably correlated”. Moreover, the protocol requires public sampling which
is not safely realizable by our current proof technique. In fact, Coron et al [CLLT15] gave an explicit attack
for the basic version of GGH15 key-exchange.
4

Partially due to the talks and personal communication with Shai Halevi.
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Neither do we know how to base the security of the branching program obfuscator presented in [GGH15]
on learning with errors, due to (1) the weakness of permutation matrices (or other kinds of matrix branching
programs with low-entropic rows) as LWE secrets without using Kilian’s randomization techniques [Kil88];
(2) the appearance of unresolvable correlations when using Kilian’s technique and other “safeguards”. An
interesting question is to justify (or disprove) the effectiveness of Kilian’s randomization technique (with or
without other safeguards) by proposing a related LWE assumption (resp. an explicit attack).
A recent work of Brakerski et al [BVWW16] is the first to build high-level obfuscators using GGH15 and a
clearly stated assumption of RingLWE. They show that entropic conjunction functionality can be obfuscated
based on an encoding technique, which is rooted from the work of Brakerski and Rothblum [BR13] based
on GGH13. They “transplant” the encoding onto GGH15, and propose a clearly stated assumption called
“entropic RingLWE” to handle a correlated case in the encoding, though it hasn’t been clear how to base the
new assumption on standard RingLWE (or break it). Their result can be interpreted as an example of applying
the chaining lemma with an extended LWE library. See an exposure in Section 5.3.
On the other multilinear maps.
Our proof technique doesn’t seem to apply to GGH13 or CLT13, due
to the differences of the design principles and algebraic backgrounds among these candidates. Most of the
applications of multilinear maps in the literature uses GGH13 or CLT13 as the bases for candidate instantiations. It is worthwhile to state them in the language of GGH15 (or the simplified tree variant) and see if the
chain reactions can be controlled over the underlying encoding. The candidate key-exchange and branching
program obfuscator in [GGH15] are such attempts. The conjunction obfuscator mentioned above [BVWW16]
is another one.
There are some other multilinear maps proposed based on the assumption that indistinguishability obfuscators
exist. These work includes self-bilinear map from iO and factoring [YYHK14], “multilinear jigsaw puzzles”
from VGB or iO [BCKP14, PS15], multilinear maps from iO and algebraic assumptions [AFH+ 16]. They are
usually with cleaner interfaces and stronger security guarantees (conditioned on the existence of iO). Also,
they use different design principles and may be of independent interest. The security and implications of
these constructions will be better understood if the “core obfuscators” in these works (e.g. the obfuscation of
“modular exponentiation” in [YYHK14]) can be based on better understood hardness assumptions, or when
they “accidentally” imply something that doesn’t exist at all, thus possibly killing iO.

1.6

Additional related work on matrix predicates and other evasive function obfuscators

Obfuscators for point functions and their natural generalizations were constructed in [Can97, Wee05, CD08,
GKPV10, BC14] via various hardness assumptions. In fact, many of them are additive homomorphic.
An obfuscator for inner-product predicate was proposed by Canetti, Rothblum and Varia [CRV10] based on a
DDH-type assumption. A natural question is if it generalizes to subspace memberships. The answer is probably “yes”, especially when the entries are sampled independently and uniformly random. The hardness is to
analyze the cases with non-uniform entries. Related DDH-type assumptions over “matrices in the exponents”
are studied in the work of Boneh et al, Escala et al and Marillo et al [BHHO08, EHK+ 13, MRV15]. The
potential DLOG-based construction may cover distributions that are disjoint with the coverage of the LWEbased solution. At least for the one-dimensional special case which is inner-product predicate, the LWE-based
construction doesn’t seem to apply whereas [CRV10] works naturally. We are not aiming to go further with
DLOG-based constructions in this article since we don’t know how to make the potential DLOG-based obfuscator multiplicatively homomorphic.

6

In the motivation scenario of quantum money5 [AC12], they require an obfuscation of membership test functionalities of subspace M ⊆ Fn2 and its orthogonal M⊥ . They propose candidate obfuscators based on the
hardness of solving (noisy or noiseless) multivariate polynomials. A heuristic algorithm that threatens the
noiseless version is given by Pena, Faugère and Perret [PFP15].
Can our scheme handle this case? In general, for a subspace S ⊆ Znq and its dual S∗ , one can set (the bases of)
them as the secrets of independent LWE instances. But we don’t know (even a special case) where the security
of obfuscating such related matrices can be based on learning with errors. In fact, adapting our obfuscator into
Fn2 (i.e. using Learning parity with noise) results into an insecure scheme, as was pointed out in the original
paper [AC12, Claim 35].
Obfuscators can also be obtained from functional encryption schemes that are public-key and function-hiding,
as was pointed out by [BRS13a]. As far as we know, none of the existing function-hiding functional encryption
schemes (including [BRS13b]) covers the function families/distributions discussed in this paper.
There are several candidate obfuscators covering more or all evasive circuits based on the heuristic assumptions [BBC+ 14] or idealized models of multilinear maps [BMSZ15, BCKP14]. However, even these obfuscators from “utopian” assumptions are not necessary homomorphic.

1.7

The lattice nature of the obfuscated object

In a former proposal of the title Obfuscate Lattices by Lattices, Homomorphically, the first “Lattices” refers
to the objects being obfuscated, since both high dimensional matrices and elements in 2nth cyclotomic rings
define bases of “crypto-friendly” lattices. However, the results in this paper haven’t used the lattice nature of
the obfuscated object. The exciting future of surfing over “obfuscated lattices” is left to the readers.
In fact, the “lattice nature of the secret” is used implicitly in the recent work of Bishop et al [BHW15]
(followed by the very recent work [AP16, KW16]). They construct counterexamples for circular secure
public-key encryption schemes, by “obfuscating” lattices with trapdoors in the LWE secrets of each other.
The very recent work [AP16, KW16] can also be thought as counterexamples for a variant of “learning with
errors with shadows” (cf. Def. 6.1) for commutative “secret space”.

1.8

Organizations and reader’s guide

The rest of the paper starts from obfuscating one matrix (Section 3), to homomorphically obfuscate matrices
hung on a tree (Section 4), to homomorphically obfuscate matrices stored in a directed graph (Section 5).
For readers who are not familiar with the rich library of LWE, it is easier to begin with the cases where all
the matrices (including each row of them) are sampled independently from binary or error distributions, and
focus on the controlled chain reactions in the proof. Then turn to the examples at the end of each section for
the alternative distributions and correlated cases.
Construction 5.3 is isomorphic to the one in [GGH15, Section 3], except some subtle details explained in
Section 5.4 of this paper. Readers who would like to view GGH15 from the perspective of multilinear maps
(or simply for the transposed lattice notations) are highly recommended to turn to [GGH15] for reference.
Several future directions are proposed in Section 6. In particular, plausible extension packages of LWE,
including “LWE with shadow”, “Uncertainty LWE”, are proposed in Section 6.1 and may be of independent
interest beyond being building blocks for obfuscations.
We present the main results for the ring of integer matrices. Most of the results can be applied seamlessly to
the other rings where the corresponding RingLWE problem is hard.
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This gives another excuse for not going further with DLOG-based solutions, as they won’t be safe in the quantum world [Sho99].
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2

Preliminaries

Notations and terminologies. The notation conventions in this paper are mainly adapted from [Pei07,
GPV08]. Denote R, Z, N as the sets of real numbers, integers and positive integers. For n ∈ N, [n] :=
{1, ..., n}. A vector in Rn is represented in column form, and written as a bold lower-case letter, e.g. v. For
a vector v, the ith component of v will be denoted by vi . A matrix is written as a bold capital letter, e.g. A.
The ith column vector of A is denoted ai .
P
For p ∈ [1, ∞], the length of a vector is the norm kvkp = ( vip )1/p . For any v ∈ Rn and p ∈ [2, ∞],
we have n1/p−1/2 kvk2 ≤ kvkp ≤ kvk2 . The length of a matrix is the norm of its longest column:
kAkp = maxi kai kp . In this article the default norm is `2 -norm, but in some places we switch to `∞ norm for convenience (e.g. when defining the domain of “small” vectors). For A ∈ R`×m , B ∈ Rm×n ,
kA · Bk2 ≤ kAk2 · kBk2 , kA · Bk∞ ≤ max{`, m, n}kAk∞ · kBk∞ .
The security parameter is denoted as λ. An algorithm is “efficient” if it runs in (probabilistic) polynomial
time. When a vector or matrix is called “small”, we refer to its norm.
Definition 2.1 (Evasive collections [BBC+ 14]). Let F = {fk : {0, 1}`(λ) → {0, 1}}λ∈N be a function
collection, we say Fλ is evasive if there is a negligible function negl(·) such that for all x ∈ {0, 1}`(λ) :
Pr[fk (x) 6= 0] ≤ negl(λ)
k

2.1

Obfuscation

The obfuscators considered in this article preserve the functionality with all but negligible probability, and
cause a polynomial blow-up on the size of the function description. To be precise, for the function family
F = {f : {0, 1}`(λ) → {0, 1}m(λ) }f ∈Fλ , a probabilistic algorithm Obf is an obfuscator, if
1. The string Obf(f ) describes a circuit that computes the same function as f ;
2. There is a polynomial B(·) such that |Obf(f )| ≤ B(|f |).
The security property is defined below.
Definition 2.2 (Virtual-Black-Box Obfuscation [BGI+ 12]). Obf is a Virtual-Black-Box obfuscator (VBB) for
F if for any feasible adversary A, there is a p.p.t. simulator S and a negligible function negl(·) such that for
all but negligibly many functions fλ ∈ Fλ :
Pr[A(Obf(fλ )) = π(fλ )] − Pr[S fλ (1|fλ | ) = π(fλ )] ≤ negl(|fλ |)
for any predicate π : Fλ → {0, 1}. The probability is over the randomness of distinguisher, A, S and Obf.
Remark 2.3 (Worst-case/average-case, with/without auxiliary input). The definition above slightly relax the
“worst-case” VBB defined in [BGI+ 12], by requiring that security holds for “all but negligibly many” functions in the family instead of “all”.
We also adapt the term “average-case” VBB where fλ is drawn from a distribution on Fλ , and is included in
the probability in the expression above. In fact, the “mixed” situations can be defined and can often be the
cases in this paper. Namely, part of the function is fixed and part is sampled from a distribution, therefore the
whole can be described by distributions in general. In the rest of the paper we omit the terms of “worst-case”
or “average-case” and instead be precise about the underlying distribution that is covered.
By default we consider the notions of obfuscation without related auxiliary input. There are some distributions
where our results hold against related auxiliary inputs.
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2.2

Lattices

An n-dimensional lattice Λ is a discrete additive subgroup of Rn . Given n linearly independent basis vectors
n
P
B = {b1 , ..., bn ∈ Rn }, the lattice generated by B is Λ(B) = Λ(b1 , ..., bn ) = { xi · bi , xi ∈ Z}. We
i=1

have the quotient group Rn /Λ of cosets c + Λ = {c + v, v ∈ Λ}, c ∈ Rn . The dual of a lattice Λ in Rn ,
denoted as Λ∗ , is the lattice given by the set of all vectors y ∈ Rn satisfying hx, yi ∈ Z for all vectors x ∈ Λ.
For any B ∈ Rn×n , Λ(B)∗ = Λ((B−1 )T ). Let B̃ denote the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of B.
Gaussian on lattices. For any s > 0, define the Gaussian function on Rn centered at c with parameter s:
2 /s2

∀x ∈ Rn , ρs,c (x) = e−πkx−ck

For any c ∈ Rn , s > 0, and n-dimensional lattice Λ, define the discrete Gaussian distribution over Λ as:
∀x ∈ Λ, DΛ+c,s (x) =

ρs,c (x)
ρs,c (Λ)

If x is distributed according to Ds,c and we condition on x ∈ Λ, the conditional distribution of x is DΛ+c,s .
We recall some facts of discrete Gaussian over lattices.
Lemma 2.4 ([PR06, MR07]). Let B be a basis of an m-dimensional lattice Λ, and let s ≥ kB̃k · ω(log n),
√
then Prx←DΛ,s [kxk ≥ s · m ∨ x = 0] ≤ negl(n).
Gentry, Peikert and Vaikuntanathan [GPV08] show how to sample statistically close to discrete Gaussian
distribution in polynomial time for s bigger than smoothing parameter. The sampler is upgraded in [BLP+ 13]
so that the output is distributed “exactly” as a discrete Gaussian. (However the statistical version suffices for
our purposes.)
+ 13]). There is a p.p.t. algorithm that, given a basis B of an n-dimensional lattice
Lemma 2.5 ([GPV08, BLPp
n
Λ(B), c ∈ R , s ≥ kB̃k · ln(2n + 4)/π, outputs a sample from DΛ+c,s .

Learning with errors. Recall the learning with errors (LWE) problem due to Regev [Reg05]. For positive
integer dimension n, modulus q ≥ 2, an “error” probability distribution χ over Zq . Define the LWE distribution As,χ to be the distribution over Znq × Zq obtained by fixing a vector s ∈ Znq , choosing a vector a ∈ Znq
uniformly at random, an error term e ← χ, and outputting (a, b = hs, ai + e mod q).
We say that an algorithm solves (search) LWE with modulus q and error distribution χ if, for any s ∈ Znq ,
given an arbitrary number of independent samples from As,χ , it outputs s with high probability. It is shown
by Regev [Reg05] that for certain moduli q and Gaussian error distributions, LWE is as hard as solving several
standard worst-case lattice problems using a quantum algorithm.
√
Proposition 2.6 ([Reg05]). Let q be an integer, 0 < s < q such that s > 2 n. If there exists an efficient
(possibly quantum) algorithm that solves LWEn,q,DZ,s , then there exists an efficient quantum algorithm for
approximating SIVP and GapSVP in the `2 norm, in the worst case, to within Õ(nq/s) factors.
Peikert [Pei07] extended the result in `p norm, 2 ≤ p ≤ ∞, with almost the same approximation factors.
Classical hardness results are shown by [Pei09, BLP+ 13] based on GapSVP.
The decisional variant of LWE (DLWE), parameterized by n, q, m, χ, ask if the result of m samples Y ∈
Zn×m
is from LWE distribution As,χ or uniform distribution.
q
9

The LWE library. Most of the results in this paper are not associated with LWE for a specific distribution,
but rather applies to all the hard distributions in the LWE library. We call a set of vectors V ⊆ Znq (resp. a
distribution D over Znq ) LWE-hard if worst-case (resp. average-case) decisional-LWE problem is hard for that
set (resp. distribution). For the convenience of notation, we include the corresponding set or distribution in
the subscript of the problem, e.g. DLWEV or DLWED .
Examples of sets (or distributions) of secrets that are LWE-hard based on the worst-case (possibly quantum)
hardness of SIVP or GapSVP:
• Znq (standard LWE): Worst-case/average-case equivalence is shown by [Reg05]; worst-case search to
average-case decision for polynomial q by [Reg05]; for general modulus by [MP12, BLP+ 13].
• From error distribution χn (“Hermit normal form” LWE): for prime power modulus by [ACPS09], for
general modulus by [BLP+ 13].
• Binary vectors with high min-entropy and one-way auxiliary inputs (“Robust” LWE): due to [GKPV10].
Some other variants of DLWE are studied in the literature, and proved (at least for some parameters) to be
as hard as standard DLWE, including but are not limited to LWE with hints on the error [OPW11], LWE
with hints of the kernel [LPSS14], LWE that can be tampered [Pie12], LWE with small parameters [MP13,
DMQ13], LWE with “somewhere error-free” [FMR13]. A subset of the formers are improved by [BLP+ 13].
See more in the survey due to Peikert [Pei15]. Readers are recommend to check the original papers for the
precise parameters.
The term “LWE-hard” generalizes to matrices when the hardness on each secret vector composes, e.g. when
all the vectors are sampled independently (equivalent to standard LWE by a hybrid argument), or allowing
dependences such as for Robust LWE.
Trapdoor notions for lattices.
Lemma 2.7 ([Ajt99, AP11, MP12]). There is a p.p.t. algorithm TrapSam(1n , 1m , q) that, given n > 1, q > 2
and sufficiently large m = Ω(n log q), outputs A ∈ Zqn×m with a trapdoor τ .
The type of trapdoor considered in the work of [Ajt99, AP11] is a small full rank matrix T ∈ Zm×m s.t.
AT = 0 mod q is a trapdoor of A. The trapdoor notion introduced in [MP12] is different, but they can be
turned into each other for all the applications in this paper.
Below is a corollary of Lemma 2.5 and 2.7.
Corollary 2.8 ([GPV08]). There is a p.p.t. algorithm PreimgSam(A, τ, √
y, s) that with all but negligible probability over (A, τ ) ← TrapSam(1n , 1m , q), for sufficiently large s = Ω( n log q), the following distributions
are within negligible statistical distance:
{A, x, y : x ← DZm ,s , y = Ax} ≈ {A, x, y : y ← U (Znq ), x ← PreimgSam(A, τ, y, s)}
When the image is a matrix Y = [y1 ||...||y` ], we abuse the notation for the preimage sampling algorithm, use
D ← PreimgSam(A, τ, Y, s) to represent the concatenation of ` samples from di ← PreimgSam(A, τ, yi , s)i∈[`] .
In the “semi-formal discussion” section (cf. Section 6) we use one of the “Bonsai techniques” introduced
in [CHKP12]. Namely an owner of lattice A with trapdoor T can derive a trapdoor of an arbitrary higherdimensional extension A||A0 .
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Lemma 2.9 (Extending control [CHKP12]). There is a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm ExtBasis
with the following properties: given an arbitrary A ∈ Zn×m
whose columns generate the entire group Znq ,
q
0
m×m
⊥
0
an arbitrary basis T ∈ Z
of Λ (A), and an arbitrary A ∈ Zn×m
, ExtBasis(T, A00 = A||A0 ) outputs
q
0
a basis T00 of Λ⊥ (A00 ) ⊆ Zm+m s.t. kT̃00 k = kT̃k.
Corollary 2.8 and Lemma 2.9 also applies to other trapdoor notions (such as the one introduced in [MP12]),
but the basis-trapdoor suffices for our purpose.
Ideal lattices and ring LWE. Most of the concepts of hard problems over integer lattices has their correspondence over ideal lattices. For simplicity, readers can assume we are working with the 2nth cyclotomic ring
R := Z[X]/(X n +1) with n being a power of two, and a RingLWE sample is of the form (a, sa+e) ∈ Rq ×Rq
(to be precise, the secret is from the dual Rq∨ and the RingLWE samples are from Rq × Rq∨ ; however, for 2nth
cyclotomic rings, they are equivalent, since R∨ = n−1 R). Lyubashevsky, Peikert and Regev show that the
hardness of solving decisional RingLWE over cyclotomic rings can be based on the worst-case quantum
hardness of approximate SIVP over ideal lattices [LPR13a]. The concepts of HNF-RingDLWE, trapdoors,
discrete Gaussian sampling and “bonsai techniques” also exist in ideal lattices (or by themselves general to
any lattices). We refer the readers to [LPR13a, LPR13b] for details, and we adapt their choice of measurement
(namely canonical embedding) without formally defining it.
For the main results in this paper, the constructions and proof techniques can be adapted seamlessly from the
ring of integers to the ring of polynomials. Working with cyclotomic rings gives a commutative variant of
plaintext space (i.e. “secret space” for the (Ring)LWE instances), thus enjoying some unique features that are
not provided by the ring of integer matrices.

3

How to Obfuscate a Matrix

and allowing
For positive integers `, n, and q ≥ 2, we study the problem of obfuscating a matrix M ∈ Z`×n
q
`
the evaluator to test whether an input vector s ∈ Zq
1. is the cokernel of M (s.t. sT M = 0T );
2. lives in a public affine subspace of the cokernel (s.t. sT M = cT , c ∈ Znq is chosen by the evaluator);
3. lives in a hidden affine subspace of the cokernel (s.t. sT M = rT , r ∈ Znq is hidden).
These functionalities can be represent by matrix predicates.
Definition 3.1 (Matrix predicates). For matrices M ∈ Z`×n
q , `, n, q ∈ N and q ≥ 2. An affine subspace
predicate P : Z`q \ {0} × Znq → {0, 1} takes a vector s and a target subspace v as the input, computes
(
1, if sT M = vT
PM (s, v) =
0, elsewhere
(cokernel-test can be performed by selecting v = 0.)
A hidden affine subspace predicate is defined as H : Z`q → {0, 1},
(
1, if sT M = vT
HM,v (s) =
0, elsewhere
When q −n is negligible, both predicates are evasive.
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3.1

Obfuscate matrix predicates from learning with errors

We show how to obfuscate the matrix predicates defined above under certain choices of parameters q, `, n,
and the underlying set M ⊆ Z`×n
or a distribution D over M ⊆ Z`×n
q
q . In addition, the construction only
allows to test input vectors with small norm, say ksk∞ ≤ B for some small B ∈ R+ whose precise bound to
be determined later. Let B = {x | x ∈ Z, |x| ≤ B}. In the rest of the section (in fact, this article) we restrict
the domain of P to be B ` \ {0} × Znq , the domain of H as B ` . The construction is based on the hardness of
decisional LWE over M or distribution D.
Theorem 3.2 (VBB obfuscation for matrix predicates). Assuming DLWEM , for M ← M, there is a VBB
obfuscator for affine-subspace-predicate PM . Additionally, assuming DLWEV , for v ← V, there is a VBB
obfuscator for hidden-affine-subspace-predicate HM,v .
Remark 3.3 (Worst-case or average-case). Following Remark 2.3, whether it is worst-case or average-case
VBB immediately follows whether the hardness of decisional LWE applies to the family or the distribution. To
simplify the presentation we choose to omit the terms in the theorem statement.
Construction 3.4 (LWE-based obfuscator for matrix predicates). An LWE-based matrix predicate obfuscator
Obf takes as inputs the parameters 1λ , q, 1n , 1` , B (the precise bounds to be specified later) and M ∈ Zq`×n ,
the matrix to be obfuscated. It derives parameters m, z, where z is threshold for correctness. Sample A0 ←
), a matrix from error distribution E ← χ`×m . Compute A1 := MA0 + E.
U (Zn×m
q
1. To support affine subspace test, publish A1 and A0 , i.e. Obf(PM ) = (A1 , A0 ). The evaluation
algorithm is defined as
(
1, if ksT A1 − vT A0 k∞ ≤ z
Eval(Obf(PM ), s, v) =
0, elsewhere
2. To support hidden affine subspace test, let v ∈ Znq be the target vector to be hided. Compute yT =
vT A0 + eT . Publish A1 and y, i.e. Obf(HM,v ) = (A1 , y). To evaluate, compute
(
1, if ksT A1 − yT k∞ ≤ z
Eval(Obf(HM,v ), s) =
0, elsewhere
The setting of parameters should satisfy the following constrains:
1. For the hardness of LWE (based on the worst-case hardness of GapSVP for polynomial approximation
√
factors): Let n ≥ λ, s ≥ 2 n, nq/s < poly(λ), χ = DZ,s .
√
2. For preserving the functionality of P and H w.h.p.: m = Θ(n log q), (B` + 1)s n < z < q 3/4 .
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Correctness (of both P and H) follows from the setting of parameters, which implies
the “injective mode” of LWE by setting m = Θ(n log q), and the calculation of the threshold:
√
max{ksT A1 −vT A0 k∞ , ksT A1 −yT k∞ } ≤ ksT MA0 +sT E−vT A0 k∞ +keT k∞ ≤ ksT Ek∞ +keT k∞ ≤ (B`+1)s n
VBB security (of both P and H) follows the hardness of decisional LWE over the underlying distribution of
M and v, i.e. (A0 , A1 , y) ∈ Zn×m
× Z`×m
× Zm
q
q
q is pseudorandom. In other words, the simulator simply
n×m
`×m
m
outputs random strings in Zq
× Zq
× Zq .
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We mention several observations.
1. Publishing A0 , A1 , y together allows the evaluator to test both P and H. To support cokernel-test
without providing other functionalities, publish A1 only. However, the latter is a claim of “the minimum
component” needed for cokernel-test, rather than claiming “the evaluator can do nothing other than
testing cokernel”.
2. When ` ≤ n, the cokernel/affine subspace test functionality is in the injective mode w.h.p., i.e. the
only small input that is in the cokernel is the zero vector. However, nontrivial small solutions for affine
subspace tests may exist. When ` > n, or more precisely, when nontrivial small cokernels exist with
non-negligible probability, hardness of finding the small cokernels given A1 is also justified by the
one-wayness of Ajtai function [Ajt96]. (Same to the hardness of hitting a designated affine subspace.)
3. The evaluator can test if s and µ is a pair of small (left) eigenvector and the corresponding eigenvalue
of M, by setting v = µs and compute Eval(Obf(PM ), s, v).
Example 3.5. Examples of families/distributions of matrices that are obfuscatable by our scheme: all the
families/distributions that are LWE-hard as mentioned in the preliminary, e.g. for family Z`×n
(worst-case),
q
`×n
error distributions χ
(average-case), when the rows are sampled independently. Dependence can be
supported when the distribution is known to be LWE-hard given related auxiliary inputs, such as the “robustLWE” distribution [GKPV10].
The families/distributions on different rows can be different, e.g. the first row from error distribution χn , the
second row from uniform distribution U (Znq ), etc. In fact the scheme is “family/distribution private”.
Example 3.6. Examples of distributions that are clearly not obfuscated, or not known to be covered by this
scheme given the current library of LWE (i.e. Decisional LWE is easy or at least not known to be hard over
these distributions).
1. Permutation matrices are not obfuscated by this scheme since it simply permutes A0 (adding small
noise doesn’t help);
2. Triangle matrices include some rows with very few non-zero entries, therefore are not covered by our
construction;
3. Symmetric matrices have dependence across the rows thus not known to be LWE-hard in general.
4. Inner-product predicate, the seemingly one-dimensional special case, is not covered by our scheme.

3.2

Obfuscate ideals by ideal lattices

The template can be adapted to ideal lattices. To obfuscate an element s in the ring Rq := Zq [X]/(X n + 1)
with n = 2κ , κ ∈ N, set s as the RingLWE secret and give out m samples A, sA + E ∈ Rq1×m × Rq1×m . It
allows to test membership of ideals, say P : Rq × Rq → {0, 1}:
(
1, if vs = t
Ps (v, t) =
0, elsewhere
but only for “small” v, for the same reason as in the ring of integer matrices. It can also be extend to testing
hidden target ideals (i.e. predicate H).
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4

The Arboriculture of Obfuscating Matrices

We show that the obfuscators for matrix predicates (cf. Construction 3.4) can be constructed in a way that
supports constrained addition and multiplication over the obfuscated code.

4.1

Tree-induced homomorphic obfuscator for matrices

We extend the gadgets introduced in Section 1.3 into a general homomorphic obfuscator. We partially adapt
the graph-based terminology used in [GGH15], that is, the matrices to be obfuscated sit on the path of a
directed graph, the masks (A matrices) are computed on the vertices.
The most expressive structure that supports the gadgets is tree, a.k.a. an acyclic graph of out-degree at most
1. Additions can be performed over the branches that share the same parent node, multiplications can be
performed over branches that are connected and form a longer branch (we consider branches as “paths” in
a graph rather than edges). Note that the rules of evaluation in the tree-induced homomorphic obfuscator is
different from the ones in the graph-induced one in GGH15. The difference will be clearer when we compare
trees and graphs in Section 5.
To simplify the presentation, we denote matrices as Mc,p where c and p are the IDs for the child and parent
nodes of the branch. We only describe the construction for square matrices with the same dimension, but
the construction can be extended to various dimensions. The matrices live in LWE-hard distributions. To
begin with, readers can think of them as being sampled independently from binary or error distributions (even
achieving this case is not known before). The proof strategy we describe will cover the general (possibly
correlated) cases.
Definition 4.1 (Tree-induced data structure). A tree-induced data structure Y = (R, N , J ) ∈ Y is parameterized by a ring R (where the elements stored in the tree belong to). It contains a set of nodes N = {node},
a set of branches J = {branch}. The data structures of the nodes and branches are:
1. Each node has an ID: node = (id);
2. Each branch stores the IDs of its child, parent, and an element ele ∈ R: branch = (child, parent, ele).
All the natural parameters (depth, width, topology, etc.) and efficient operations on a tree (initialize, insert,
delete, search, etc.) are supported and efficiently computable for our tree-based data structure. The details are
not important to this work so we skip the descriptions. By default R = Zqn×n .
Next we define tree-induced homomorphic obfuscator for matrix predicate P (cf. Def. 3.1). The construction
for H is derivable from P and we omit it. The homomorphic obfuscator we define doesn’t hide the topology
of the tree. In contrast it must preserve the topology which determines the type of allowed homomorphic
operations.
Definition 4.2 (Tree-induced homomorphic obfuscator for matrix predicates). A tree-induced homomorphic
obfuscator Obf takes a security parameter λ, matrices stored in a tree Y = (R, N , J ), outputs Obf(Y) =
(Obf(N ), Obf(J )).
The data structures of obfuscated nodes and branches Obf(N ), Obf(J ):
1. Each node stores its ID and some obfuscated code: Obf(node) = (id, code);
2. Each branch stores the IDs of its child, parent, and some obfuscated code: Obf(branch) = (child, parent, code).
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The following (deterministic) polynomial time algorithms are supplied over the encodings:
1. Negation can be performed on any branch: Obf(−branch) := Neg(Obf(branch)).
2. Addition can be performed if two branches have the same parent: if Obf(branch1 ).parent = Obf(branch2 ).parent,
Obf(branch1+2 ) := Add(Obf(branch1 ), Obf(branch2 )).
3. Multiplication can be performed if the parent of one is the child of the other: if Obf(branch1 ).parent =
Obf(branch2 ).child, Obf(branch1×2 ) := Mult(Obf(branch1 ), Obf(branch2 )).
4. The evaluator Eval for subspace-test predicate P takes an obfuscated branch Obf(branch) which encodes M, and inputs s, v, outputs
(
1, if sT M = vT
P.Eval(Obf(branch), s, v) =
0, elsewhere
In addition, Obf is a VBB obfuscator for Y if for any feasible adversary A, there is a p.p.t. simulator S and
a negligible function negl(·) such that
|Pr[A(Obf(Yλ )) = π(Yλ )] − Pr[S(Y.Topology) = π(Yλ )]| ≤ negl(|Yλ |)
for any predicate π : Yλ → {0, 1}. The probability is taken over the randomness of distinguisher, A, S, Obf,
and the sampler of Yλ .
Next we describe the tree-induced homomorphic obfuscator for matrix predicates from LWE.
Construction 4.3. An LWE-based tree-induced homomorphic obfuscator takes a security parameter 1λ , a
tree of matrices Y = (R, N , J ), generates the obfuscated tree Obf(Y) = (Obf(N ), Obf(J )) as follows:
1. Compute (parse) the parameters n, m, q ∈ N, s ∈ R+ , B ∈ R+ (the bound on the norm of vector
ksk∞ ), C ∈ R+ (the bound on the norm of matrices to be obfuscated kMk∞ ), 0 < z < q (the
threshold for correctness). The constrains on the choices of parameters are discussed later.
2. Go to the root of the tree root, sample Aroot from U (Zqn×m ). Obf(root).code := Aroot .
3. Visit every branches by traversing the tree from the root (either breadth-first or depth-first suffices): For
the visited branch branch, let the ID of its parent be u, child be v, Mv,u be the element in the branch.
Sample Ev,u ← χn×m . Compute the obfuscated code of the child node as Obf(nodev ).code := Av :=
Mv,u Au + Ev,u The obfuscated code of the branch as Obf(branch).code := (Av , Au ).
The functionalities over the obfuscated code are instantiated as follows:
1. Obf(−branch) ← Neg(Obf(branch)): Parse the ID of the child and parent of branch as v, u. Parse
Obf(branch).code = (Av , Au ). Compute Obf(−branch).child := v, Obf(−branch).parent := u,
Obf(−branch).code = (−Av , Au ).
2. Obf(branch1+2 ) ← Add(Obf(branch1 ), Obf(branch2 )): Parse the ID of the common parent of these
two branches as u, their children’s IDs as v, w respectively. Parse Obf(branch1 ).code = (Av , Au ),
Obf(branch2 ).code = (Aw , Au ). Compute Obf(branch1+2 ).parent := u, Obf(branch1+2 ).child :=
⊥, Obf(branch1+2 ).code := (Av + Aw , Au ).
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3. Obf(branch1×2 ) ← Mult(Obf(branch1 ), Obf(branch2 )): Let w, v be the IDs of the child and parents of the first branch and v, u be the ones for the second. Let Obf(branch1 ).code = (Aw , Av ),
Obf(branch2 ).code = (Av , Au ). Compute Obf(branch1×2 ).parent := u, Obf(branch1×2 ).child := w,
Obf(branch1×2 ).code := (Aw , Au ).
4. Predicate-tester P takes an obfuscated branch Obf(branchi,j ) (which obfuscates Mi,j , with child node
i, parent node j) and inputs s, v ∈ Bn \ {0} × Znq , parses the code of Obf(branchi,j ) as Ai , Aj .
Evaluate as
(
1, if ksT Ai − vT Aj k∞ ≤ z
Eval(Obf(PMi,j ), s, v) =
0, elsewhere
Correctness, setting of parameters Correctness follows the gadget operations and the control of the noise
budget. Gadget operations: for negation, −sT A1 = −sT MA0 − sT E; for addition, sT (A1 + A2 ) =
sT (M1,0 + M2,0 )A0 + (sT E1,0 + sT E2,0 ); for multiplication, sT A2 = sT M2,1 M1,0 A0 + (sT M2,1 E1,0 +
sT E2,1 ). Analysis of the noise budget: denote η(Obf(branch)) as the magnitude of noise accumulated in
√
an obfuscated branch, measured by its infinite norm. The initial noise level for the encodings are η ≤ s n.
Negation doesn’t increase the noise. Addition of two encodings causes an additive blow-up: η(a+b) ≤ η(a)+
η(b); multiplication of two encodings also depends on the norm of the left matrix: η(a × b) ≤ η(a) + nCη(b).
√
For the hardness of LWE: Let n ≥ λ, s ≥ 2 n, nq/s < 2n/λ , χ = DZ,s .
To preserve the functionality of P w.h.p.: m = Θ(n log q), and the noise doesn’t overcome z < q 3/4 .
Examples of setting of parameters for a tree of depth d: The maximum noise blow-up will be nB×(1 + nC)d−1 ×
√
s n, where C depends on the choice of distribution (e.g. C = 1 if the matrices are binary). If d is superconstant then q/s must be super-polynomial, which means we must rely on the hardness of super-polynomial
approximation of the worst-case lattice problems.
Note that the parameter above for security is necessary but not sufficient. The sufficient conditions will be
explored in Sections 4.2 and 4.4.
Remark 4.4 (On the syntax and the construction of branches). Following the syntax defined above, the resulting branches from additions are not the ones in the existing data structure. Their parent is defined but child is
left as ⊥, which means the matrices on these branches cannot right-multiply anyone else. However, it doesn’t
limit the allowed computation on a tree since one can first multiply then add. In our definition, homomorphic
operations doesn’t create new nodes. One can also define and construct in a way that new nodes are created
so that all the branches have children, but it complicates the presentation so we choose not to do it.
As was implied by the data structure, syntax and construction, there are no pairs of branches that share a
same child in the initial data structure. However, branches derived from the homomorphic evaluation can
share the same child (e.g. the ones derived from multiplications with the left multipliers.)
Remark 4.5 (Duplicated storage of obfuscated code). In the definition, obfuscated codes exist both in nodes
and branches, this is without loss of generality. In the construction, obfuscated codes are indeed “redundantly” stored. Either storing them in the nodes (then the branch can access them via the index of the node)
or in the branches suffices. We choose to present “the duplicated version” for the clarity of the relations of
the A matrices in nodes and branches.
Algorithm 4.6 (Public sampling). The evaluator can publicly sample encodings of matrices with truncated
functionalities. To sample an encoding of matrix C ∈ Zqn×n associated on a new branch with existing parent
node u, compute Av := CAu . There is no need to add noises if the purpose is for the evaluator to play
by itself. In this case C doesn’t have to be sampled from LWE-hard distributions. One can add noise if
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the application is, for example, to delegate the tree to a 3rd party. The obfuscated code of new branch is
(v, u, (Av , Au )). A new node v is created (with v.code = Av ).
As implied by the topology, the encoding of C can be added with the branches that shares the same parent
node u, or left multiply on the parent branch, but cannot right multiply on the existing encodings since no
branches are created on v. To be consistent with the correctness requirement, the norm of C has to be small
if Au is not the root of the tree.

4.2

Security proof for independent distributions

Not all the distributions of tree-induced matrices are obfuscatable by our construction (the distribution is joint
over the topology of the tree, and the sub-distributions where the individual matrices are sampled from). A
sufficient condition for a distribution to be obfuscatable by our scheme is: if there is a path to traverse the
tree such that one can “flip” the A matrices into random one-by-one based on decisional LWE. The proof
technique reflects the controlled chain reactions of learning with errors.
We don’t know how to efficiently identify such a path (or whether there is such a path) for arbitrary distributions on Y. Instead, we choose to demonstrate several examples on both sides. To start with, we show that
for a tree with arbitrary topology, if all the matrices are sampled independently from LWE-hard distributions,
then it can be VBB obfuscated by construction 4.3.
Theorem 4.7. For Y with arbitrary topology, if the matrices are sampled independently from LWE-hard
distributions, then Obf(Y) based on construction 4.3 satisfies VBB security (cf. Def. 4.2).
Proof. We proof by a hybrid argument. Setup a counter cnt := 0. In Hybrid 0, all the A matrices are sampled
according to the real distribution. Traverse the obfuscated tree from the root (either breadth-first or depth-first
suffices). By the end of the traversal there are |J | + 1 hybrids, and Hybrid |J | is the simulated distribution.
1. cnt ← cnt + 1;
2. For the visited branch branchcnt , parse the code as (Ai , Aj ) where Ai = Mi,j Aj + Ei,j . Replace Ai
by a uniformly random matrix from Zqn×m , and sample the rest of the A matrices as was in Hybrid
cnt − 1. Record it as Hybrid cnt.
Next we show that the adjacent hybrids are indistinguishable following DLWE: Note that Aj is uniformly
random in the base case (i.e. if j is the root), and indistinguishable from random by induction (node j must
have been visited by the order of traverse). Given that Mi,j is sampled from LWE-hard distributions, and
is independent from the other matrices in the tree, Ai is pseudorandom following the hardness of decisional
LWE (the reduction plants the DLWE on branchcnt and is able to simulate the other A matrices). The traversal
can be completed for a Y with arbitrary topology. The simulator indistinguishably outputs random A matrices
according to the topology, i.e. Y is VBB obfuscated.

4.3

Obfuscate ideal lattices by ideal lattices, homomorphically

We can homomorphically obfuscate ring elements ordered in the tree structure, for the rings where RingDLWE
is hard, e.g. Rq = Zq [X]/(X n + 1) where n is a power of 2. Security holds when the chain reactions
over RingLWE can be applied, for example, when all the elements are sampled independently from Rq .
Correctness requires the secrets to be small, e.g. when they are sampled from error distributions (HNFRingLWE is as hard as standard RingLWE [LPR13b, Lemma 2.4]). This give a variant where the plaintext
space is commutative. Still, multiplications over obfuscated code can only be performed non-commutatively
according to the prescribed order constrained by the tree.
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Figure 4.1: Examples for trees

4.4

More examples of (in)admissible distributions

We illustrate more examples of distributions over trees of ring elements where the chain rule applies or doesn’t
apply. For simplicity, our measurement of security only considers whether the resulting encoding is pseudorandom or not (there are cases where pseudorandomness doesn’t hold but weaker notions of security, e.g.
one-wayness, still hold). If one of the matrix in the tree is sampled from distributions where DLWE is easy,
such as those in Examples 3.6, then the whole tree is certainly not pseudorandom, and the chain reactions of
LWE break at the branch where the “LWE-easy” matrix is stored. If all of them are sampled from LWE-hard
distributions, then security depends on how correlated they are and their ordering.
Below we give examples. In all the examples, elements being obfuscated are “small” enough s.t. correctness
holds, and are sampled from (Ring)LWE-hard distributions so that they are not trivially distinguishable from
random.
Algebraic and graphic expressions for tree-induced homomorphic obfuscators.
We introduce informal algebraic and graphic expressions to represent the ring elements stored on the tree, where the ring R
is typically Zn×n
as an example for non-commutative plaintext space or Zq [X]/(X n + 1) with n being
q
a power of 2 for a commutative case (the ring/dimension of A will be adjusted correspondingly). Denote [t]v,u as an encoding of t ∈ R stored in branch v
u, and a set of them as a tree. For example,
Y1 = {[a]1,0 , [b]2,0 , [c]3,1 , [d]4,1 , [e]5,1 } represents the tree in Figure 4.1a. If all the elements are sampled
independently from χn×n in Y1 , then all the A matrices are pseudorandom by Theorem 4.7 with the proof of
security works by traversing the tree in the order of [a]1,0 , [b]2,0 ; [c]3,1 , [d]4,1 , [e]5,1 6 .
Next we give some examples where the elements are sampled correlated. The tree in Figure 4.1b can be
represented by algebraic expression Y2 = {[a]2,1 , [b]1,0 , [a]3,0 }. The resulting encoding is pseudorandom,
given chain reactions in the order of [b]1,0 ; [a]2,1 , [a]3,0 . Namely, we first show A1 is indistinguishable from
random since the reduction can pick its own a and produce the rest of the matrices; then show A2 and A3 are
pseudorandom, since the sample can be thought as a “longer” LWE sample with the same secret over A1 ||A0 .
The tree in Figure 4.1c can be represented by Y3 = {[a]2,1 , [b]1,0 , [a]3,0 , [b]4,3 }. If R is non-commutative (e.g.
Zn×n
) then we don’t know whether Obf(Y3 ) is distinguishable from random or not; if R is commutative then
q
it is clearly distinguishable from random, since both A2 and A4 will be close to abA0 .
More examples are given when we compare the tree-induced with the graph-induced variant. See Section 5.3.
6

We use “;” to separate the chain reactions that must happen in orders, “,” for the ones that can be triggered in the same step.
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5

Graph-Induced Homomorphic Obfuscators and the Safe Modes of GGH15

In this section we “rephrase” the graph-induced multilinear maps constructed by Gentry, Gorbunov and Halevi
[GGH15] in the language of homomorphic obfuscation. GGH15 uses the lattice trapdoor sampling techniques
to generate the obfuscated code, and the resulting topology is different from the tree variant. An overview
of the difference: in the the tree-induced (i.e. trapdoorless) variant, the obfuscated code of Ms,t is (As , At )
where As = Ms,t At + Es,t . In GGH15, the code is Ds,t , a small m by m matrix s.t.
As Ds,t = Ys,t = Ms,t At + Es,t
where As , At are stored in the tail and head vertices, Ds,t is stored in the path. Essentially, computing As Ds,t
reveals Ys,t which is exactly the outer mask “As ” in the tree variant. However, the slight modification yields
a different rule for homomorphic operations. Additions are allowed among the paths with the same tail and
head, unlike in the tree where it has only to be the same head. Rules for multiplication are the same, namely
if connecting two paths forms a longer path. The evaluation algorithms for predicate-test are also slightly
different. As mentioned in the introduction, one can think of graphs as being obtained by “sticking” the
leaves of trees.
Another difference is the order of sampling the encodings (during the obfuscation procedure). In the treeinduced variant, the A matrices are sampled from the root to the leaves, following the route of traversal. In
the graph-induced variant, the A matrices (also stored in the nodes) can be sampled ahead of time. Then the
small D matrices are sampled according to the underlying matrices stored on the paths.
However, the “small solutions” sampled using the trapdoor may leak information about the trapdoor and the
secret. As discussed in [GGH15, Section 4.1], sampling the encodings of zero matrices reveals a “weak” trapdoor. On the other hand, to show security for some distributions, we have to identify some criteria under which
trapdoored samplings are harmless. To this end, we observe that if the topology of the graph together with
the samplers of the matrices satisfy some conditions, then the statistical properties of the discrete Gaussian
sampling technique (cf. Lemma 2.8) introduced in the work of Gentry, Peikert and Vaikuntanathan [GPV08]
can be used to “turn off” the trapdoors one-by-one.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: First we formalize the syntax and give the construction of
graph-induced homomorphic obfuscator for matrix predicates; next we prove security for independent LWEhard distributions, then give more examples for correlated cases and a comparison with the tree variant.

5.1

Graph-induced homomorphic obfuscator for matrices

First we define the object to be obfuscated, which is a set of matrices stored in a directed graph.
Definition 5.1 (Graph-induced data structure). A (directed) graph-induced data structure G = (R, V, P) ∈ G
is parameterized by a ring R. It contains a set of vertices V = {vertex}, a set of paths P = {path}. The data
structures of the vertices and paths are:
1. Each vertex has an ID: vertex = (id);
2. Each path stores the IDs of its tail, head, and an element ele ∈ R: path = (tail, head, ele).
Similar to the previous section, we assume all the natural parameters and efficient operations on a graph are
supported and efficiently computable for the graph-induced data structure.
Next we define graph-induced homomorphic obfuscator for matrix predicate P (cf. Def. 3.1). The obfuscator
preserves the topology of the graph, which defines the rules of homomorphic operations.
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Definition 5.2 (Graph-induced homomorphic obfuscator for matrix predicates). A graph-induced homomorphic obfuscator Obf takes a security parameter λ, matrices stored in a graph G = (R, V, P), outputs
Obf(G) = (Obf(V), Obf(P)).
The data structures of obfuscated vertices and paths Obf(V), Obf(P):
1. Each vertex stores its ID and some obfuscated code: Obf(vertex) = (id, code);
2. Each path stores the IDs of its tail and head, and some obfuscated code: Obf(path) = (tail, head, code).
The following (deterministic) polynomial time algorithms are supplied over the encodings:
1. Negation can be performed on any path: Obf(−path) := Neg(Obf(path)).
2. Addition can be performed if two paths that have the same tail and head: if Obf(path1 ).tail =
Obf(path2 ).tail and Obf(path1 ).head = Obf(path2 ).head, Obf(path1+2 ) := Add(Obf(path1 ), Obf(path2 )).
3. Multiplication can be performed if the head of one is the tail of the other: if Obf(path1 ).head =
Obf(path2 ).tail, Obf(path1×2 ) := Mult(Obf(path1 ), Obf(path2 )).
4. The evaluator Eval for P takes an obfuscated path Obf(path) which encodes M and inputs s, v, outputs
(
1, if sT M = vT
Eval(Obf(path), s, v) =
0, elsewhere
In addition, Obf is a VBB obfuscator for predicate P over G if for any feasible adversary A, there is a p.p.t.
simulator S and a negligible function negl(·) such that
|Pr[A(Obf(Gλ )) = π(Gλ )] − Pr[S(Gλ .Topology) = π(Gλ )]| ≤ negl(|Gλ |)
for any predicate π : Gλ → {0, 1}. The probability is taken over the randomness of distinguisher, A, S, Obf,
and the sampler of Gλ .
Next we describe the LWE-based construction for the default ring R = Zn×n
.
q
Construction 5.3. A lattice-based graph-induced homomorphic obfuscator takes a security parameter 1λ , a
graph of matrices G = (R, V, P), obfuscate the graph and generate Obf(G) = (Obf(V), Obf(P)) as follows:
1. Compute (parse) the parameters n, m, q ∈ N, s ∈ R+ , B ∈ R+ (the bound on the norm of vector
ksk∞ ), C ∈ R+ (the bound on the norm of matrices to be obfuscated kMk∞ ), 0 < z < q (the
threshold for correctness). The constrains on the choices of parameters are discussed later.
2. ∀vertex ∈ V, sample (Avertex.id , τvertex.id ) ← TrapSam(1n , 1m , q). Assign Obf(vertex).code :=
Avertex.id . Keep all the trapdoors as secret parameters.
3. ∀path ∈ P, parse path.tail.id as v, path.head.id as u, path.ele as Mv,u . Assign the tail and head of
the obfuscated path as v, u. Sample Ev,u ← χn×m , compute Yv,u := Mv,u Au + Ev,u . Compute the
obfuscated code on the path as
Obf(path).code := Dv,u ← PreimgSam(Av , τv , Yv,u , s)
The functionalities are instantiated as follows:
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1. Obf(−path) ← Neg(Obf(path)): Parse the ID of the tail and head of path as v, u. Parse Obf(path).code =
D. Compute Obf(−path).tail := v, Obf(−path).head := u, Obf(−path).code = −D.
2. Obf(path1+2 ) ← Add(Obf(path1 ), Obf(path2 )): Parse the IDs of the common tail and head of these
two paths as v, u. Parse Obf(path1 ).code = D1 , Obf(path2 ).code = D2 . Compute Obf(path1+2 ).head :=
u, Obf(path1+2 ).tail := v, Obf(path1+2 ).code := D1 + D2 .
3. Obf(path1×2 ) ← Mult(Obf(path1 ), Obf(path2 )): Let w, v be the IDs of the tail and head of the
first path and v, u be the ones for the second. Let Obf(path1 ).code = D1 , Obf(path2 ).code = D2 .
Compute Obf(path1×2 ).head := u, Obf(path1×2 ).tail := w, Obf(path1×2 ).code := D1 D2 .
4. Predicate-tester P takes an obfuscated path Obf(pathi,j ) and inputs s, v ∈ B n \ {0} × Znq , parse the
code of Obf(pathi,j ) as Di,j , parse the code stored in the tail (i) as Ai , in the head (j) as Aj . Compute
Ai Di,j = Yi,j . Finally, evaluate as
(
1, if ksT Yi,j − vT Aj k∞ ≤ z
Eval(Obf(PMi,j ), s, v) =
0, elsewhere
Remark 5.4 (Cyclic versus acyclic). The construction (same as was in [GGH15]) supports cycles. However,
the original paper of [GGH15] didn’t mention cycles. We leave cycles possible in the syntax and construction,
although all the secure examples in this article (based on the current library of LWE) are acyclic. More
discussions on cycles see Section 6.1.
Correctness, setting of parameters. Correctness and setting of parameters follow the original settings in
[GGH15, Appendix A]. Here we present them as an immediate extension of the tree-induced variant. Note that
calculating Av Dv,u yields Yv,u which is the outer mask in the tree variant. So the correctness of predicatetest, homomorphic operations, noise blow-up, parameters for the hardness of LWE, immediately follow the
tree variant. The parameter m will be slightly larger than the tree-variant, as a result of trapdoor sampling.
Remark 5.5 (Generalize to ideal lattices). The notion of trapdoor and discrete Gaussian sampling in [GPV08]
is defined for general lattices. The constructions and analysis in [GPV08, MP12, LPR13b] apply to the setting
of RingLWE.

5.2

Security proof for independent distributions

Similar to the tree-based variant, not all the distributions over graphs are obfuscatable by Construction 5.3.
In fact, explicit examples of insecure distributions are given in [GGH15, Section 4.1]. The examples include
encoding zero matrices.
On the secure side, an “upgraded” technique for controlling chain reactions is needed to handle the lattice
trapdoors. In particular, we use the discrete Gaussian sampling technique developed in [GPV08] to “turn off”
the trapdoors, if the underlying topology and distribution of matrices satisfy certain conditions.
We start with the case where the graph is acyclic and the matrices are sampled independently from LWE-hard
distributions. In this case the graph can be VBB obfuscated by Construction 5.3.
Theorem 5.6. If G is acyclic, the matrices on the paths are sampled independently from LWE-hard distributions, then Construction 5.3 satisfies VBB security (cf. Def. 5.2).
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Proof. For each path (marked as v
u), add a field to indicate whether the Dv,u matrix on the path is
sampled by the trapdoor of Av or is “simulated”. In the real instantiation (marked as Hybrid 0), all the D
matrices are sampled by trapdoors. Next we define simulated distributions (gradually) and show that they are
indistinguishable from the real one.
1. Initialize the counter cnt := 0;
2. Find a vertex with out-degree 0, or a vertex s.t. all the D matrices on the paths projected from it are
“simulated”:
(a) cnt ← cnt + 1;
(b) Parse its ID as u, its code as Au ;
(c) For all paths whose head is u:
i. Parse the ID its tail as v.
ii. Sample {di ← DZm ,s }i∈[m] , let Dv,u := [d1 ||...||dm ]. Compute Yv,u = Av Dv,u .
iii. Mark the path v
u as “simulated”.
(d) Sample the rest of the obfuscated code in the same way as in Hybrid cnt − 1. Mark the current
obfuscated code as what is obtained in Hybrid cnt.
3. Repeat step 2 until there are no D matrices in the paths sampled with trapdoors.
Lemma 5.7. If the directed graph is acyclic, then step 2 in the algorithm above finds a new vertex every round
and the algorithm composed of steps 1-3 above terminates with all the vertices visited.
Proof. We prove that for every round there is a new vertex satisfies the condition for repetition. In Hybrid
cnt ∈ {0, ..., |V| − 1}, start from any vertex w that hasn’t been visited. Either the trapdoor τw is not used in
sampling any D matrices in the hybrid, or τw is still used in sampling say Dw,v . If it is the first case, then
visit vertex w; if not, then v is not visited, as was implied by step 2.(c).ii. Repeat the checking process above
from v, until finding a vertex whose trapdoor is not used. Since the graph is acyclic, such a vertex exists every
round and can be find efficiently. By induction, the algorithm above traverses the graph.
Lemma 5.8. For cnt ∈ {1, ..., |V| − 1}, Hybrid cnt − 1 is indistinguishable from Hybrid cnt.
Proof. The proof consists of two steps. For vertex u visited in Hybrid cnt, we first show that for all the paths
that project to u (denote one of them as v
u), Yv,u = Mv,u Au + Ev,u is indistinguishable from random
Uv,u ; then apply Lemma 2.8 to argue that Dv,u can be sampled without the trapdoor of Av , indistinguishably7 .
The first step is based on the hardness of DLWE. Assume by contradiction, we use the distinguisher of the
graph as an attacker to break DLWE: Given LWE challenge A ∈ Zn×m , Y ∈ Zn×m either from LWE samples
A, MA + E or random A, U, we plant the challenge on path v
u, namely, let Au := A and Yv,u := Y,
sample the rest of the obfuscated code according to Hybrid cnt − 1. The distribution is simulatable since
the trapdoor of Au (a.k.a. A) is not used in Hybrid cnt − 1, and the rest of the matrices in the graph are
independent from the potential LWE secret Mv,u .
In the second step, where Yv,u is uniformly random, {Av , Yv,u , Dv,u : Dv,u ← PreimgSam(Av , τv , Yv,u , s)}
is statistically close to {Av , Yv,u , Dv,u : {di ← DZm ,s }i∈[m] , Dv,u := [d1 ||...||dm ], Yv,u := Av Dv,u }, by
Lemma 2.8.
7

Note that for the vertex u visited in Hybrid cnt, there are in.degree(u)-ly many paths projecting to u. A more precise presentation
of the proof would introduce O(in.degree(u)) more sub-hybrids, or relying on DLWE with in.degree(u) secrets. When all the secrets
are sampled independently, the two views are equivalent and we choose to adapt the second view and absorb these sub-hybrids.
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Combining Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8, if the graph is acyclic and all the matrices are sampled independently from
LWE-hard distributions, then the obfuscation satisfies VBB security (the simulator outputs samples in Hybrid
|V| − 1, include the A matrices, each independently from U (Zqn×m ); and the D matrices, with each row
independently from DZm ,s .)

5.3

More examples, and a comparison with the tree variant

Next we give examples of graphs with correlated ring elements. The examples are designed with the same
principles as was in Section 4.4, that is, the elements are small and sampled from (Ring)LWE-hard distributions. We give examples together with a comparison with the tree variant.
Algebraic and graphic expressions for graph-induced homomorphic obfuscators. Some informal algebraic and graphic expressions are introduced to represent the ring elements stored on the graph. The notations
are slightly different from the tree. In the graphic notation, vertices with out-degree 0 are marked with double
circle. For the algebraic notation, denote JtKv,u as the encoding of t ∈ R stored in path v
u, and a set of
them forms a graph. For example, G1 = {JaK1,0 , JbK2,1 , JcK3,0 , JdK3,1 , JeK3,2 } represents the graph in Figure
5.1a. If all the elements are sampled independently from χn×n in G1 , then the graph is VBB obfuscated
according to Theorem 5.6 with the proof of security going through by traversing the graph in the order of
JaK1,0 ; JbK2,1 , JdK3,1 ; JcK3,0 , JeK3,2 .
It turns out that the best example for demonstrating the correlated case is the graph used in [BVWW16].
[BVWW16] obfuscates conjunctions with ` literals. We simplify the example by taking out the semantics of
“conjunctions”, ignoring “wildcards”, and focus on the encoding itself (see Figure 5.1b for the graph with ` =
6). Assume the elements {rib , sbi }i∈[`],b∈{0,1} , r`+1 are sampled independently from Rq = Zq [X]/(X n + 1)
Q
with n being a power of 2. x is sampled from {0, 1}` with sufficient min-entropy and i sxi i is the subset
product determined by x.
To analyze security, the hope is to start from A`+1
Qand “turn off” the trapdoor of A` , and move backwards till
A0 . However, we don’t know how to argue that i sxi i A`+1 + E is indistinguishable from random given the
related pieces {sbi }i∈[`] in the air. To address the problem, [BVWW16] proposes a plausible assumption called
“entropic RingLWE” which explicitly assume this is pseudorandom as long as x has enough entropy. After
removing this “blob”, the rest of the encodings, though still correlated, can be resolved by hybrid arguments
based purely on RingLWE. Readers are recommended to refer to [BVWW16] for the details.
The applications proposed in GGH15. Our techniques hasn’t covered the two applications mentioned in
[GGH15, Section 5] based on the current LWE library. For the candidate key-exchange protocol, the encoded
elements on the chains are correlated in an “irresolvable” manner. Moreover, the protocol requires public
sampling which is not safely realizable by our current proof technique. In fact, an explicit attack on the basic
version of GGH15 key-exchange is shown by Coron et al [CLLT15]. For the candidate branching program
obfuscator presented in [GGH15], our proof technique fails again due to the irresolvable correlated elements
introduced by the underlying matrices themselves and (any subsets of) the “safeguards”. We refer the readers
to the original paper [GGH15] and the attack by Coron et al [CLLT15] for the details and pictures of these
candidates.
Comparisons with the tree variant. We compare trees and graphs through their “expressibility”, i.e. we
partially answer the question of “Are there any algebraic expressions that can be securely implemented by
graphs but not by trees?” and vice versa. Note that without considering security, graphs are strictly more
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Figure 5.1: Graphs, and graphs versus trees
expressive since trees are acyclic graphs. The comparisons are made based on the current understanding of
the applicability of LWE-library and the resulting proof techniques.
Roughly speaking, the branching programs can be instantiated on graph efficiently but not on trees. For
example, a sequence of width-w branching program of depth d with independent elements costs wd encodings
on a graph (which is optimal); if instantiated by a tree, it has to duplicate the next level and uses roughly wd−1
encodings, which means a tree can only instantiate a random branching program with constant depth (or
logarithmic depth if the width is constant). See Figures 5.1c and 5.1d for examples of safely instantiating
depth-2 width-2 random branching programs. Similarly, we don’t know how to express the encodings in
[BVWW16] by trees for more than O(log(λ)) literals.
The advantage of trees is allowing “public sampling” (though with truncated functionalities), as illustrated by
Algorithm 4.6. For graphs we only know how to publicly sample random encodings w.r.t. a specific path (by
publishing a lot of encodings of random elements on that path plus discrete-Gaussian leftover hash lemma
[AGHS13, AR13]), but haven’t yet found any safe ways to publicly sample encodings of “specific” elements.
Also, trees are more expressive on “subset-sums”. For example, Y5 = {[b]2,1 , [a]1,0 } (figure omitted) supports
affine combination of ba and a (namely c2 ba + c1 a + c0 with small c2 , c1 , c0 ∈ R chosen by the evaluator).
For graphs, to safely encode even a limited arithmetic expression of subset-sum (say ba + a) requires a quite
delicate construction, such as by G5 in Figure 5.1e. Note that the identity I is not a typical “innocent” element
to be encoded in the graph. In G5 = {JbK2,1 , JIK2,1 , JaK1,0 }, it is safe since the product of identity (either in
the ring of integer matrix or the cyclotomic ring) and A1 is random, therefore the simulator can sample A1 by
first sample A2 , DI and compute A1 := A2 DI (this trick is not used in the proof of Theorem 5.6). However,
if there are two identities projected to the same vertex (not necessarily started from the same source), then we
don’t know how to simulate in general.
As a final remark, trees and graphs can be mix used to make the best use of their advantages and overcome
their limitations. One can locally detach the tails of two paths in the graph and make them the leaves of a
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subtree. The candidate branching program obfuscator in [GGH15] can be seen as graph-induced but zero-test
in a tree manner.

5.4

APIs for multilinear maps

We informally translate the tree and graph-induced homomorphic obfuscators into the language of multilinear
maps, together with a comparison to the original presentation in [GGH15].
• Generate public/secret parameters. In the tree-induced multilinear maps, public parameters are n, m, q,
s, B, C; there are no secret parameters. In the graph variant, additionally sample the A matrices with
trapdoors. Include all the A matrices in the public parameters and set the trapdoors as secret parameters.
In [GGH15], not all the A matrices are published but only those where zero-test is used. Here we adapt
this option but remark that this is a statement of “minimum components needed for zero-test at certain
vertex”, rather than claiming “all the unpublished A matrices are hided”. In fact [GGH15, Section 4.2]
shows that in some cases, unpublished A matrices can be recovered. On the other hand, for all the
secure examples in this paper, publishing A matrices or not doesn’t affect the proof of security.
• Privately sampling encodings can be instantiated by the obfuscation algorithms.
• Public sampling is not known to be secure in the graph variant. The tree supports secure public sampling
with truncated functionalities. See Algorithm 4.6 for the details.
• Negation, addition and multiplication are the homomorphic operations in the obfuscators.
• “Zero-testing” in the tree variant is equivalent to checking if the outer-mask is small in the tree variant.
In the graph, recover Y by computing AD then reduce to the tree case. The ideal-testing functionalities
in the homomorphic obfuscators corresponds to “zero-testing” and “random-testing” each row in a
matrix or each coordinate of the element in the cyclotomic rings (via canonical embedding).
The corresponding security notion we obtain is literally “pseudorandomness of the encodings” when the ring
elements are sampled from certain “nice” distributions (such as independently from LWE-hard distributions,
as was stated in Theorems 4.7 and 5.6). We haven’t found any convincing analog of “multilinear-DDH” that
is sufficient for non-interactive multiparty key-exchange.

6

Fear and Desire

In this section we semi-formally discuss future directions.

6.1

Learning with errors with new friends

We propose several extensions of learning with errors and discuss their plausibility. We assume the readers
are familiar with the typical useful and nontrivial settings of parameters on the magnitude of noise and the
distributions of secrets, as we will sometimes be imprecise of them in this section.
The first extension (and possibly the strongest throughout this section) is made to address the safety of loops
(esp. self-loops) in the graph structure. Informally, denote S ∈ R as the secret, where the typical rings are
R = Zn×n
as an example of non-commutative secret space or R = Zq [X]/(X n + 1) with n being a power of
q
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2 as a commutative variant. We ask if given A, SA + E, and D ← PreimgSam(A, τ, SA + E, s), are they
indistinguishable from random? If loops can be proved secure, it would dramatically expand the coverage of
LWE library and, as a “byproduct”, the coverage of the graph-based homomorphic obfuscators (multilinear
maps). Just to name a few implications:
1. Consider “LWE with power” for small S, where the challenge is to distinguish A, SA+E1 , S2 A+E2 ,
... from random A, U1 , U2 , ... (the exact number of powers depends on the setting of the norm of S
and E relative to q). LWE with power (for proper choices of parameters) is implied by self-loops since
the samples can be generated by S encoded in the loop.
2. Bounded depth homomorphic obfuscator that hides the computation. Given that encoded elements in
the self-loops can add and multiply themselves and the other encodings in the same loop.
3. If the same plaintext can be encoded on both directions and forms a loop, it can be thought as supporting
commutative ciphertext space for multilinear maps,
Formally, we introduce Learning with errors with shadow, where the adversary is given LWE samples A ∈
Zn×m
, Y = SA + E ∈ Zn×m
, together with a “small solution” D ← PreimgSam(A, τ, Y, s) (for the
q
q
dimension to match secrets must be a square matrix S ∈ Zqn×n ). D is called the shadow of Y.
Definition 6.1 (Learning with errors with shadow (LWE-shadow)). For (A, τ ) ← TrapSam(1n , 1m , q).
Given A ∈ Zn×m
, Y = SA + E, and a small matrix D ← PreimgSam(A, τ, Y, s). The search LWEq
shadow problem asks to find S given A, D. The decisional LWE-shadow problem asks to distinguish whether
Y is from LWE sample or uniformly random in Zn×m
, given A, D ← DΛ⊥ (A),s . (In both problems Y is
q
Y
computable from A and D so it doesn’t have to be given out.)
When the error magnitude is above the smoothing parameter of Λ(A), the two distributions are statistically
close due to Lemma 2.8, but the LWE problem itself will be statistically unsolvable thus with no utility. The
interesting case will be when the error magnitude is same to the ones in the typical LWE problems. For the
“useful” error magnitude, the indistinguishability is not implied by Lemma 2.8. Also it is not clear whether
sampling D using the trapdoor will leak more information about the trapdoor τ itself or the secret S.
The definition naturally generalizes to RingLWE with shadow. However, it turns out to be quite easy to show
counterexamples with commutative secret spaces.
Example 6.2 (Counterexample of RingLWE-shadow for small secrets). Consider small secrets s1 and s2 (say,
both sampled from error distribution) both encoded with respect to A
A. Denote their encodings as D1 ,
D2 , then AD1 D2 and AD2 D1 are close to s1 s2 A, therefore it is certainly distinguishable from random.
Moreover, with high probability, subtracting the encodings yields a non-trivial encoding of zero D1 D2 −
D2 D1 , a.k.a. a “weak” trapdoor of A. The consequence of leaking weak trapdoor see the discussions in
[GGH15, Section 4.1].
On the other hand, we show that a variant of LWE-shadow, called Learning with errors with joint shadow, is
hard. Roughly speaking, it considers giving the joint shadow of 2 independent LWE samples. This variant
(both for commutative and non-commutative secret spaces) does not seem to be useful for multiplicative
homomorphism in the loops. However, the problem and technique might be of independent interest so we
choose to present it for reference.
Definition 6.3 (LWE with Joint Shadow). (A1 ||A2 , τ1,2 ) ← TrapSam(1n , 12m , q). Given A1 ||A2 ∈ Zn×2m
,
q
{Yi = Si Ai + Ei }i=1,2 , and a small matrix D ← PreimgSam(A1 ||A2 , τ1,2 , Y1 ||Y2 , s). Search LWE-jointshadow: find S1 , S2 given A1 , A2 , D. Decisional LWE-joint-shadow: distinguish whether Y1 ||Y2 is from
LWE samples or uniformly random in Zn×2m
, given A1 , A2 , D ← DΛ⊥
q
(A1 ||A2 ),s .
Y1 ||Y2
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Theorem 6.4. Decisional LWE with joint shadow (DLWEn,q,2m,χ,V -joint-shadow) is as hard as standard
Decisional LWE DLWEn,q,m,χ,V .
Proof idea: instead of sampling the shadow using the full-fledged trapdoor of A1 ||A2 directly, which could
be “explicit” enough to reveal both the trapdoor of A1 and A2 , we use the trapdoor of one of them (say A1 )
and extend it to the trapdoor of A1 ||A2 using the “Bonsai technique” [CHKP12] (cf. Lemma 2.9). Note that
this doesn’t give a trapdoor of A2 and in fact doesn’t affect the pseudorandomness of LWE instances on A2
(unless the lattice-based cryptography collapses). We then “plant” the LWE challenges on the safe side.
Proof. We elaborate the proof in a sequence of hybrid experiments. Descriptions of the hybrids:
1. Hybrid 1 refers to the case where the adversary is given the “LWE” side of the DLWE-joint-shadow
challenge.
2. In Hybrid 2, instead of sampling the trapdoor τ1,2 with A1 ||A2 , we sample A1 with a trapdoor τ1 and
extend it to a working trapdoor for A1 ||A2 by τ1→1,2 ← ExtBasis(τ1 , A1 ||A2 ). Continue with τ1→1,2
in the rest of the experiment identical to Hybrid 1.
3. Hybrid 3 is almost the same with Hybrid 2 except that Y2 is sampled from U (Zn×m
) instead of
q
S2 A2 + E2 . The shadow is computed in the same way as in Hyb 2 except with the random Y2 :
D ← PreimgSam(A1 ||A2 , τ1→1,2 , Y1 ||Y2 , s).
4. In Hybrid 4, we sample A2 with trapdoor τ2 instead of A1 . Then extend it to a working trapdoor for
A1 ||A2 by τ2→1,2 ← ExtBasis(τ2 , A2 ||A1 ). Continue with τ2→1,2 in the rest of the experiment in the
same way to Hybrid 3.
5. Hybrid 5 is almost the same with Hybrid 4 except that Y1 is sampled from U (Zqn×m ) instead of S1 A1 +
E1 . The shadow is computed in the same way as in Hybrid 4 except with the random Y1 , as D ←
PreimgSam(A1 ||A2 , τ2→1,2 , Y1 ||Y2 , s).
6. Hybrid 6 refers to the case the case where the adversary is given the “uniform” side of the DLWEjoint-shadow challenge. The difference of Hybrid 5 and 6 is that Hybrid 6 use a general trapdoor τ1,2
sampled together with A1 ||A2 .
Lemma 6.5. The distributions Hybrid 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6 are statistically close.
Proof. By Lemma 2.9 of Bonsai technique, the “quality” of τ1,2 , τ1→1,2 and τ2→1,2 are the same. In addition,
by Lemma 2.8, the shadow D sampled between Hybrids 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6 are statistically close.
Lemma 6.6. Assuming DLWE, the distributions in Hybrid 2 and 3, 4 and 5 are computationally indistinguishable.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction, there’s a distinguisher for Hybrid 2 and 3, we use it to break DLWE. Upon
receiving the DLWE challenge A, Y = SA + E or uniform, plant it at position 2. Namely, sample A1 with
trapdoor τ1 , use Bonsai technique to extend it to a trapdoor τ ∗ for A1 ||A. Pick a secret S1 , an error matrix
E1 ← χn×m , sample the shadow of (S1 A1 + E1 )||Y on A1 ||A using the trapdoor τ ∗ . When Y is the LWE
sample, the distribution is statistically close to what defined in Hybrid 2; otherwise it is statistically close
to the one in Hybrid 3. The distinguisher of Hybrid 2 and 3 can be immediately turned into an attacker of
DLWE. Indistinguishability of Hybrid 4 and 5 can be obtained symmetrically.
The proof completes by combining the above lemmas.
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The same idea applies to RingLWE with joint shadow. Note that it doesn’t contradict to Counterexample 6.2.
The negative and positive results above haven’t ruled out or proved LWE-with-shadow for non-commutative
secret space, e.g. Zn×n
.
q
Narrowing down the questions by not giving out the “shadow”, we propose a simpler LWE extension with
related secrets, called Uncertainty LWE: for “small” M1 , M2 sampled independently from LWE-hard distributions in Zn×n
, the adversary is given A, M1 M2 A + E1 , M2 M1 A + E2 , and is asked to find M1 , M2 ,
q
or distinguish the samples from random. Uncertainty LWE is implied by LWE with shadow with 2 samples
living in the same loop. The tree in Figure 4.1c with a, b ∈ Zqn×n can be seen as “Uncertainty LWE” plus
more hints. We don’t know how to distinguish them from random either.

6.2

Potential future directions for homomorphic obfuscators and multilinear maps

In this paper, homomorphic obfuscators and multilinear maps happen to encode the same type of objects,
namely matrices or elements in the rings of cyclotomic polynomials (in general, bases of “crypto-friendly”
lattices). However, the author thinks it is rather a coincidence. Ideally, we would like the obfuscators to cover
more general functionalities, whereas multilinear maps will be easier to use if the elements being encoded are
more elementary, e.g. integers in Zq . High-dimensional matrices (or in general, bases of “crypto-friendly”
lattices) are “Apfelstrudel” that interplay between elementary and “non-trivial”.
Homomorphism over obfuscations is a new concept yet to be explored. However, even if we take a step
back and without considering homomorphism, there are not many obfuscators with elementary but “nontrivial” functionalities (except from candidate iOs or relying on utopian assumptions over candidate graded
encoding). Studying obfuscating elementary functionalities from standard assumptions may pave the way for
obtaining general function obfuscators. For example, studying how to obfuscate permutations (its representation and interface to be determined by the potential application), and hopefully, how to obfuscate permutations
homomorphically, may shed lights on general branching program obfuscations.
For multilinear maps, our work shows that the security of GGH15 over some plaintext distributions can
be based on standard cryptographic assumptions. The applicability of GGH15 will be expanded with the
enrichment of the LWE-library with correlated secrets (some of them proposed in Section 6.1). Still, GGH15
has some inherent limitations due to the special plaintext spaces and the non-commutative ciphertext space
(unless loop is proved a good idea). They don’t pose an obstacle towards obfuscating branching programs,
but are not “user friendly” to other potential applications.
Finally, we remark that the seemingly “reasonable” approach of obtaining multilinear maps mentioned in the
introduction, which is via obfuscating the partial decryption algorithm of somewhat homomorphic encryption
schemes, hasn’t been justified in this article and remains a plausible future direction.
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